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ABSTRACT

MICRODARE, a direct-executing language system for laboratory 
automation, data acquisition, control, and simulation, is currently ,f; 
running under the RT-11 operating system and Its performance is 

'well established. It would be extremely useful if it could also be 
made .available on the widely-distributed multiuser operating system, 
RSX-11M. The results of this thesis have made that possible.

To acGomplish this result, it was necessary to convert the 
areas of incompatibility existing between the two operating systems. 
In particular, all input/output operations required conversion from 
E.T-11 system calls to similar calls compatible with RSX-llM, It 
also meant making necessary changes to the routines.which perform 
the file storage and retrieval as well as the manipulation required 
for terminal and line printer operation, /These areas exhibited the 
most incompatibility in the manner in which each system handled 
information.

In addition* beyond the actual programming differences, the 
more complex RSX-llM requires different user intervention and inter
action because its system characteristics and procedures are 
.considerably different from RT-11,

These efforts, nonetheless, were successful in that the 
conversion has been completed and MICRODARE is now capable of being 
executed under RSX-llM.



CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION

MICRODARE is a high level language used for laboratory 
automation, signal processing, control, and simulation. Combining 
high computing speed with direct execution (i.e. no external compiler, 
linker, or loader is needed), MICRODARE is embedded in an advanced 
BASIC dialect which serves for interactive program entry, editing,, 
file manipulation, job control and for programming multirun 
experiments. MICRODARE subprograms implement successive mathematical 

and real time operations (e.g. MULTIPLY, STORE IN ARRAY, INTEGRATE, 
READ ADC) as very fast pre-programmed reentrant routines or 

microprograms. These primitives are simple high level language 
statements which are entered and edited like BASIC statements and 

which can.freely access the same named variables (Korn, 1979).
MICRODARE was originally written by S. Conley as a Pti.D. 

Dissertation to execute under Digital Equipment Corporation1s 
RT-ll operating system. There are, however, a large number of

. I  ■installations using the more powerful RSX-11M operating system.
This is especially true since RSX-11M is. now also supported on 
Digital Equipment1s new microcomputer, the PDP-11/23. ' * •

1. RT-ll and RSX-11M are registered trademarks of Digital 
Equipment Corporation.

• - • '■ . 1 ' ‘ : : ■ • .
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The power and speed of MICRODARE combined with the sophisticated 
RSX-11M operating system provides the scientific community with an 
easy to use yet advanced technical tool.

' The user can now perform powerful mathematical data processing, 
real time operations, file manipulations, and graphics on a system 
that supports numerous hardware and software features including 
DECNET. ' V ‘ : y

2. DECNET is a registered trademark of Digital Equipment 
Corporation. . •



CHAPTER 2

MICRODARE RT-11 VS. RSX-11M

The problems due to the differences between the two operating 
systems were divided into three major areas. The first area was 
the "programmed requests” supported by RT-11 and referred to as < 
"Executive Directives and Functions" under RSX-11M. There were no 
system directives that were directly compatible for both systems*

The second major area involved the methods used by each 
system for manipulation of filer-structured devices such as disks, 
and line-oriented devices such as line printers and terminals.
RT-11, a small single-user foreground/background system, uses similar 
operations and calls for file-oriented devices and line-oriented 
devices. In contrast, RSX-11M, a moderate-size multiuser, multi

programming system, handles file-oriented devices differently than 
the terminal and line printer.

The final problem involved differences in system operations 
needed to assemble, builds and run such an interactive task on 
RSX-llMo As an example, before any work could begin on conversion, 
it was necessary to utilize the RSX File Exchange Utility (FLX) ; 
to copy all the MICRODARE modules from RT-11 disk format to an 
RSX-11M compatible disk«



Taking the problem areas in order, in order to convert 
> MICRODAKE to execute under RSE^llM it W s  necessary to deal with 
the ^programmed requests" supported by RT-11 and used by MICRODARE. 
A "programmed request" is an assembler macro call followed, if 
necessary, by one or more arguments which, when written into the 
user program, is interpreted by the operating system at program 

execution time. The basis of the "programmed request" is the EMT 
(emulator trap) instruction, used to communicate information to 
the operating system. When an EMT is executed, control is passed 
to a special portion of the operating system which extracts 
appropriate information from the EMT instruction and executes 
the function required (Digital Equipment Corp., RT-11 Advanced 
Programmer?s Guide, 1978).

As an example, .TTYIN is an RT-11 programmed request which 
causes one character to be transferred from the console keyboard 
into the computer *s general purpose register, RO.

In RSX-11M, when a task requests the operating system to 
perform an indicated operation, that portioh of the system known 
as the "Executive'' fields the request, which is referred to as a 
"system directive". These directives are used to control the. 
execution and interaction of the task (Digital Equipment Corp., 
Executive Reference Manual, 1979). As with RT-11 programmed requests 

RSX-11M directives are implemented via EMT instructions. These 
directives may also contain one or more arguments.



. Prior to or embedded in the directive call are a set of 
parameters which are referred to as the Directive Parameter Block 
(DPB)» A DPB is a fixed-length area of contiguous memory which 
contains the arguments specified. At run time, the Executive uses 
the arguments stored in the DPB to create a packet in system dynamic 

memory,. The packet specifies various flags, address information,
- the function requested, and other device dependent parameters 
(Digital Equipment Corp,, I/O Driver*s Reference Manual)„ It is 
the task’s responsibility to insure the DPB contains the correct 
information prior to the call to permit successful completion of 
the desired operation.

An example of an RSX-11M system directive is the Queue 

Input/Output (QIO) request, . This QIO call instructs the system to 
place an I/O request for an indicated physical device into a queue 
of priority-ordered requests for that device.

The "programmed requests" used by MICRODARE under RT-11 are: 
oREGDEF,- ,LOOKUP> «FETCH, ,READW, ,TTINR, .ESTER,r.TTOUIR, ,WRITW, 
,GLOSE, .DELETE, .TTOUT, .TTYIN, ,SETTOP, .EXIT, .RCTRLO, .GTIM,
.DATE, .DSTATUS, AND .PRINT. ,

. In dealing with these RT-11 requests it meant eliminating 
those not required by RSX-11M. For others it meant finding substitute 
directives, and for still others it meant deriving new ways to . 
implement the desired.function when no substitute call was available.



The calls that were eliminated „lr0in .the^RSX-llM version 
include: , «REGDEFy »FETCH, o SETTOP5 AND ;DSTATUS«, In RT-11, 
oREGDEF is an assembler macro Which defines the mnemonic representa
tion for the computer's general purpose registers. In RSX-11M9 
the mnemonic representation is: predefined and thus this macro was 
no longer required. .

The *DSTATUS and .FETCH calls are used in RT-11 to check 
for and load the system device handlers into memory. Unlike in RT-11, 
the device handlers for RSX-11M do not have to be fetched when 
required. Due to the fact that most RSX-11M systems have larger 
memories and employ memory management, the device drivers for all 
existing devices on the system are generally fixed in memory. In 
the rare case where a particular driver is not installed, the user " 
can still load the appropriate driver prior to the execution of 
MICRODARE. This is done with a simple command from the user’s 
terminal. As an example, LGA DK:, issued from the user’s terminal 
would install the RK05 disk driver. At this, point the driver would 
remain fixed in memory, until explicitly removed by the user with a 
similar instruction: REM DK:.

- Finally, in RT-11 the .SETTOP call is used to help the user 

determine the available memory remaining after the user’s task has 
been loaded. Again due to the generally larger memories and more 

sophisticated program management of RSX-11M systems, this call was 

also deleted in the conversion.
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The next set of programmed requests that were dealt with 
were those for which it was necessary to locate substitute calls 
to achieve the desired results. RT-11 calls in this group Were: 
.LOOKUP,' .READW, .WRITW, .TTINR, .ENTER, .CLOSE, .TTOUTR, .DELETE, 
.TTOUT, .TTYIN, .EXIT, .RCTRLO, .GTIM, and .DATE.

The .LOOKUP call is used by RT-11 to associate a specified ' 

channel with a device and an existing file. The OPEN$R directive 
was the RSX-llM call substituted for the .LOOKUP call. Similarly, 
the .ENTER call in RT-11 and the OPEN$W call in RSX-llM are the 
associated calls used for opening and preparing for write operations. 
The actual read/write calls themselves, .READW and .WRITW,. in 
RT-11 were implemented in RSX-llM with the READ$ and WRITES calls, 
respectively.

The console terminal requests, .TTYIN, .TTY1NR, .TTOUTR, 
.TTOUT, and;;RCTRLO were all handled by various versions of QIO calls 
in RSX-llM. . . ; :

The .GTIM and .DATE calls used to obtain the time and date 
information in RT-11 were handled with a single directive in RSX-llM 

with the $GTIM directive.
: Finally, the .CLOSE, .DELETE', and .EXIT calls were handled 

with similar CLOSE$, DELET$, and EXIT$ calls in RSX-llM. .
RSX-llM does not have a compatible call to the .PRINT 

request in RT-11. This request causes a character string to be 
pfinted bh the cohsole terminal. This, is a request for which it 
was necessary to derive an alternate method to achieve the desired



resultso In this case a call was made to a subroutine which was 
written to accomplish the same result.

Up to this point all those programmed requests used by 

MICRODARE under RT-11 are accounted for. In addition, it was 
necessary to incorporate an approximately equal number of new 
macro calls to provide the necessary additional tools for proper 
operation. The new calls included are: FDOF$L, FSRSZ$, FDBDF$, 
FDOP$As FDAT$A, NMBLK$ , and ASTX$S.. All of these calls except 
ASTX$S are required to prepare for file-structured device input and 
output. The ASTX$S is used in conjunction with the unsolicited 
input from a terminal. All of these calls are covered in greater 
detail in subsequent chapters.

The next task was to make the necessary changes to separate 
the treatment of file access routines from the terminal and line 

printer routines. Although- RSX-llM handles file-strucrured devices 
with conventional. READ, WRITE, and OPEN calls, the line-oriented 
devices like the terminal and line printer are more appropriately 
handled with RSX QIO calls which do not access file control tables 
for named files (Digital Equipment Corp., RSX-llM I/O Operations 

Reference Manual).
Lastly, the task required assembly, building, and in

corporating the necessary modifications to allow the program to 
perform properly in conjunction with a standard operating system.



CHAPTER 3

FILE-STRUCTURED DEVICE ROUTINE CONVERSION

The file-oriented routines in the larger and more complex 
RSX-11M system require considerably more preliminary programming 
before a task can interface with the executive handlers. This is 
primarily due to the fact that the multiple tasks and users supported 
by RSX-11M require more sophisticated handling techniques to insure 
smooth operation.

; RSX-11M utilizes a File Control Service (PCS) that enables 
the user to perform record and block-oriented I/O operations in 
addition to the file control functions such as open, close, wait, 

and delete (Digital Equipment Corp., 1/0 Reference Manual).
. The primary requirement for invoking these PCS functions is 

a properly allocated and constructed File Descriptor Block (FDD).
The FDD contains information used by PCS in. opening and processing 
files and must be correctly initialized before the desired file 
operation can occur. The FDD is essentially a table containing all 
the necessary entries to properly identify all the related elements 

of the file operation. Some of the more pertinent task initialized 
sections include specification of file size, type of record (i.e. 

MICRODARE. utilizes fixed records of 512 bytes), type of operation, 

device name and number, file name and extension, etc..

. V' - - . - : - . ' 9 ' : ' - -



The initialization and preparation of the FDB is accomplished 
primarily through the use of the RSX-11M system macro calls:
FSRSZ$, FDBDF$, FDOP$A, FDAT$A, NMBLK$, and FDOF$L.

The FSRSZ$ is an initialization macro that allocates a 
buffer pool to accommodate the task's block buffer requirements. 
FDBDF$ is a macro call which allocates space for the actual FDB 
itself. It is used once for each input or output file to be opened 
simultaneously. The FDOP$A call is used to initialize the file-open 

section of the FDB. Associated with the FDOP$A call is the NMBLK$ 
macro. The NMBLK$ call allocates space for the default file name 
information supplied with the call. Finally, the FDAT$A call is 
used to initialize the file attribute section of the.FDB (i.e. type 
of record, size, etc.).

All of the above calls, in addition to providing certain 

default information, also allocate the necessary space to permit 
the task to change desired parameters, such as device. type or file .. 

name, during task execution. This is where the .FDOF$L macro call 
is utilized. The FDOF$L call defines the various parameter offsets 
in the FDB table with an associated name. As an example, N.FNAM is . 

the offset from the beginning of the FDB for the file name. This 
permits the task to initialize the desired entry in the table 
without knowing its exact location within the FDB. . " ;

.FCS also requires a unique FDB for each active file currently 

in use. In keeping with the same number, as originally used by



MICRODARE, this meant that six FDD's had to be created. In addition 
to insuring that each FDB was properly initialized (depending upon 
user's input process), it was also necessary to provide a selection 
process to insure the correct FDB was selected each time a particular 
file was accessed. - ' • .

Due to the different requirements of RSX-11M, much of the 
information had to be manipulated differently to supply the desired •

.. format in the FDB (e,g. certain portions of the FDB require ASCII 
format, some require binary, and others Radix 50.). Also new methods 
for determining such things as end of file detection, file name 
assignments, device selection, etc., had to be devised.

The file process calls incorporated in MICRODARE to provide 
the necessary RSX-11M interface are: the OPEN call for opening
files, the READ call for reading files, the WRITE call for writing 

files, the CLOSE call for proper termination of the file process, 
the WAIT call for suspending program execution until I/O operation 
is complete, and the DELET call to remove a named file from the '

• specified device. -/ ■ ■ h
. Except for the READ and WRITE calls, the remaining calls 

in this group took on the form of the following example which 
illustrates the OPEN FOR READ call: 0PEN$R RO, where RO points to
the correctly initialized FDB for this operation and device.

The READ and WRITE calls, in addition to pointing to the 
correct FDB, also required additional information such as a buffer



pointer indicating where the data was to go to or come from, the 
virtual block number of the file being processed, an event flag 
specification, and a status return area. The method of counting 
blocks in a file (virtual block number) had to be handled differently 
in RSX-llM and in addition had to begin at one instead of zero as 

in RT-llo The event flag specification in RSX-llM is used to 
indicate when the I/O operation is completed. It can be used by 
the task alone or in conjunction with the WAIT directive to indicate 
when the desired I/O operation is complete. This is to insure task 
synchronization with the data transfer. . The status return area is 
used for the indication of a successful or non-successfel operation 
and the type of error, if any.

Once the FDBfs were properly established, function selection 
processes and data handling techniques incorporated, methods for 
detecting and handling errors, buffer requirements and read/write 

routines employed, all the necessary elements for achieving file 
access were finally accomplished. The data could now be processed 
in accordance with MICRODARE’S requirements. . ■



LINEORIENTED DEVICE ROUTINE CONVERSION

The next major task was to isolate those areas of MICRODARE 

that dealt with the lihe-oriented devices like terminals and line 
printers o This meant incorporating techniques to decipher when a 
task wanted to communicate with a line-oriented device and to direct 
the task to the newly installed handling procedures for proper 
execution.

In RT-11, the line printer is treated like a file structured 
device in that identical buffering techniques; and write calls are 

used to print the data. In RSX-11M, however, the line printer is 
more appropriately handled with QIC calls. Similar to RT-11, RSX-11M 

uses buffered transfers for the line printer but in addition, due to 

the multiuser environment, additional steps must be taken to attach 
the printer before printing and detach it immediately after printing. 
The attach permits MICRODARE to print continuous output on the printer 

without having another task’s output intermixed with it. The 
detach directive frees the printer to be used by other tasks after 
MICRODARE has concluded its current output. Also due to the different 

way RSX-11M handles a line of print, it was necessary to create a 

separate line printer buffer and methods to detect the end of the 
print line and to insure proper vertical format control.

CHAPTER 4
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For the terminal I/O, RT-11 handles the data on a character- 
by-character basis in a direct fashion. RSX-11M on the other hand 
generally utilizes an input and output buffer through which the
executive interfaces the data. As with the line printer, in 
RSX-11M, Q10 calls are more appropriately used to correctly handle 
both the input and output of terminal data. Like the read/write 
calls in RSX-llM, the QIO calls also include arguments that point 
to the data buffer being used, event flags to signal completion of 
operation, status locations for identifying the integrity of the 
operation, line lengths, etc,,

characters were actually transferred and how the input string was

devices such as.disks and,the line ̂ oriented devices'such as terminals 
and line printers.

Up to this point all data to be manipulated was under control 

of the MICRODARE task. That is, all transfers were.initiated by the,

Again due to the complexity of RSX-11M, on terminal input 
additional status checking had to be done to determine how many

terminated. In RSX-11M, many of the control codes and line termina
tion characters are handled differently depending upon the particular 
task options, Thus additionai buffering and checking had to be 
employed to make the terminal input and output data routines manipu
late the data in a manner acceptable to MICRODARE. This is the 
primary reason special selection techniques and separate handling 

methods had to be used to distinguish between the file-structured
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task itself including reads or writes.. This is obviously the case 
with file-oriented devices since the device itself will-not initiate 
a transfer without beiiig prompted. There is however a small segment 
in MICRODATE where the use of unsolicited input from the user’s 

keyboard is required. This input is used to gain the attention of 
the task while it is off doing manipulations other than looking 
at the terminal for input. RT-11 has a convenient feature wherein 
the task can occasionally poll the terminal input and a status return 
indicates if the user is typing input. If not, the task resumes.
In RSX-11M, this requirement is handled by what is termed an 
Asynchronous System Trap (AST). This AST is also activated by a 
Q10 but with special arguments that when issued it "arms" an area 

in the operating system to be aware of any input that is not solicited. 
When the user does type input without being prompted by the task,. 
this special QIO causes the system to trap to a task-defined area 

(defined in the QUO call) where ..'the task has a predefined routine to 
handle the input. Combined with the special QIO used to handle 
the unsolicited input is the ASTX$S call. This call must be issued 
in the AST service routine to permit proper termination and return 
from the routine.

; . r One other significant change which is available with RSX-11M 
is the use of what is termed a pseudo terminal assignment. This is 

an assignment to the terminal device, TI:, which makes it possible 

to run the task on any terminal the user logs in on. On RT-11, the 

terminal for MICRODARE is traditionally the cdnsoie> TT0:.



MICRODARE RSX-HM OPERATION .;

The final obstacle to successful execution on RSX-11M was 
to properly assemble and build the task» : M itself is
comprised of basically twenty separate PDP-11 assembly language 
modules which* when assembled and linked* comprise the complete 

MICRODARE task. Each module is associated with a unique area of 
MICRODARE which makes for easy editing and modification.

Under RT-11* the system is primarily a single-user system 
and the user is given less flexibility as to system memory alloca
tion. The user has a single system stack and the program resides 
in memory in a fixed location. In essence* the memory allocation 

is less dynamic than in RSX-11M. In RSX-11M* each task is assigned 
its own stack area in memory. In addition * the loading and running 
can be done in the system general memory partition (free area after 
assigned partitions have been established) or it can be assigned 
to a reserved partition if sufficient space is not available. This 
assignment is made.available at task build time as are numerous other 
options which permit the user to tailor each task to meet its 

requirements. Such options include system stack space requested* 
number of active files* task priority * etc.. Appendix B shows a 
task build example with some of these options.

. 16 _ -
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One significant change dealing with task work space that 
had to be dealt with was the fact that under* RT-115 MICRODARE 5 in 
essence 9 used the remaining memory space not occupied by the task 
itselfo Under RT-lly the MICRODARE module used for global storage 
(MDBASF) was linked last and therefore the task work area was in 
effect from the end of this module to. the high limit of memory.
With the multiuser and multitask environment of RSX-11M this is 
obviously not possible. The author therefore created a fixed ' . 
buffer in.the MDBASF module. This buffer size was set to a size ; 
the author considers large enough to exercise most large MICRODARE 
tasks. Future users can easily increase or decrease this fixed 
work area by simply redefining the buffer size and reassembling the 

MDBASF module and rebuilding the task. The user could also at 
task build time elect to create a reserved system partition to 
whatever work and task space he desired. The author used a PDP-11/40 
with memory management 3 124KW memory, and the general partition for 
MICRODARE execution with excellent results.

RT-11 also uses dedicated lower memory locations for such 
functions as error reporting5 stack initialization) and re-entry 
points. This too had to be modified to allow the various stack 

operations and error reporting to be accomplished in accordance 
with RSX-11M requirements. As mentioned in Chapters 3 and 4, the 
error reporting is handled by providing areas for status returns. 

Since, each task in RSX-11M has its own stack and due to the multitask



capability of RSX-llM, which makes it possible for the task stack
; to occupy a different location each time the task is Installed,

a new method had to be devised whenever the task required the stack 
to be initialized. : f .

RSX-rllM also permits both privileged and nonprivileged tasks 

to be. built. A nonprivileged task prevents the task from crossing 
memory boundary lines and from executing certain "privileged” 
Instructions., This is to insure that the task will not contaminate 
either the operating system or other tasks in the system. Although 
the author used the nonprivileged approach to convert to the 
RSX-HM version, he nonetheless is. confident in the success of the 
conversion and feels the task could be built as a privileged task.
This would permit access outside the task limits, say the I/O page, 
if the user desired. As an example, suppose the user desired to 
access an analog-to-digital converter (ADC) from within the MICRODARE 

task. If the ADC is a system-assigned device and recognized by 
the operating system as a standard Digital Equipment device, then 
standard QIC calls, similar to those used for terminal input, could 

be used. If, on the other hand, the ADC is not a supported device, 
the user could use absolute addressing techniques to access the 
ADC directly. Alternately, the user could also write an ADC device 
driver so that again conventional system I/O calls could be used 
(Digital Equipment Corp., Guide to Writing I/O Drivers).
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Due to the. modular design of MICRODARE and the fact that it 
is written in PDP-11 assembly language (which accounts for its 
speed)9 less than one-half of the modules required changes.

The assembly parameter module, MDBASA, contained the system 
macro call definitions for the RT^ll-"programmed requests” and 
therefore this module had to be converted to define the RSX-11M 
system "directives" used in MICRODARE,

The module containing the task macros and constant defini
tions, MDBASB, had to be modified to include some new constants«
In particular, two constants of significant interest are two delimiting 
characters that were required to delineate the MICRODARE. error messages 

kept in a disk error file5 MDBAS2 »ERR. Due to the way RSX-11M 
structures its disk•files, it was necessary to make this change to 

properly locate the correct.,error message.
MDBASC, the I/O support module, was the module which required 

the majority of conversion. This is .the module where most of the 
device I/O takes place.

MDBASF, the global storage module9 was changed to define 

a fixed amount of task work area.. In RSX-11M, the memory is more 
conveniently allocated prior to task installation and execution.

This is primarily due to the multitask environment of RSX-11M.
MDBASG, the basic I/O and error handling module, was modified 

to handle the checking for unsolicited terminal input *

MICRODARE Modules Converted



MDBASI, containing some BASIC command code, was. changed 
to incorporate, the RSX-11M calls and routines for correct time 
and date information. In addition, this module contained the exit 
call, BYE, to permit an exit from the task back to the RSX-11M 
monitor,

MDBASM, the VT-52 graphics module, required some changes 
- due to its use of the RT-11 system request, •PRINT, The author 
wrote a display subroutine to achieve the desired results, ,

MDBASQ, another BASIC-code module, was modified to handle 
the new stack initialization method, .

Finally, MDBASR the final BASIC-code module, had to be 
converted to permit the task to recognize when the user terminated 
the terminal INPUT with an escape code.

In completing the successful conversion, it is apparent 
that the conversion was made possible by first mastering the use 
of the Online Debugging Tool (ODT) which is a feature of RSX^llM.
The ability to install breakpoints and check data without having to 

reassemble the entire task permitted errors to be found and corrected 
much more quickly and easily,

. The assembly process in RSX-llM is similar to RT-11. The 

task builder handles the linking and relocation. One note to be 
made is that the RSX-llM task builder puts the task modules in 

,alphabetical order. Thus the tasks must be named appropriately if 
order is of importance (a task build switch is available to assemble 
in any order but its use is not recommended).



Some other system differences which should be noted are 
requirements of the userv Some of these are illustrated in Appendix 
A and are described here: .

System login which is generally required on such a multiuser
system.

Setting of the User Identification Code (tTIC) ? a system 
protection feature that causes a user’s disk files to be associated 
with his unique UTC ,

The Mount command (MOU) which causes the RSX-11M system to 
perform the necessary preparations to permit a user to do disk 
access.

The operating system Run command which9 as in RT-11, causes 
the task to be loaded into memory and executed.

The Dismount command (DMO)9 which opposite to the mount 
command, causes the disk, to be logically removed from use.

The logoff command (BYE) causes the user to terminate his 
session with the system thereby logging himself off the system.

Finally, the Assign (ASN) command, which defines a desired 
disk as the system disk. This is a dynamic assignment in that this 
assignment is only associated with the user and the particular 
terminal he is logged in on. Thus, another user on another terminal 

could simultaneously have another assignment with some different 
disk as the system disk. This feature permits a user to utilize 

different disks on the system and yet make it appear as though his
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particular disk is the system disk. This is primarily done for 
convenience9 as it simplifies the user’s commands and input require- 

. ments •

A similar assignment can be done at task build time to 
associate a particular device with an integer octal number- In 

RT-119 internal to the task9 a similar assignment is made and the 
- particular number is referred to as a channel number. In RSX-̂ -llMj 
this number is referred to as a logical unit number (LUN)• This 
numbering assignment is just a convenient way for the system to keep 
track of its devices. In RSXr-llMv the LUN differs from the RT-11 
channel number in two ways. First5 LUN integers begin at one instead 
of zero as in RT-11„ Secondly5 like the system disk assignment9 
in RSX-11M the LUN assignment is a dynamic one in that each task 
can establish its own correspondence with a device. These logical 
unit numbers are used to associate all devices on the RSX-11M 
system including disks, terminals, tapes, etc.. For disks, as 

mentioned in Chapter 3, the LUN must be correctly established in 
the FDB before file access can be made. A similar LUN assignment 
for the terminal and line printer must also be made prior to any 
data transfer and the assignment can be made at task build time or 
can be embedded within the task. The author chose the latter of these 
in order to simplify the task build commands as well as to relieve 

future users of the responsibility.
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In conclusion, although the VT-11 and Tektronics graphics 
output feature is a highpoint of RT-11 MIGROBARE 3 the ’author did 
not have access to either of these graphics terminals and therefore 
could not illustrate this feature. There is5 however* a VT-52 terminal 
graphics module that was converted that permits the results to be 

.displayed graphically on any VT^52 compatible terminal. In addition 
there is also a nongraphics module available that permits the results 
to be displayed numerically. Appendix.C shows.examples of 
routines.that illustrate both types of outputs and the successful 
execution on RSX-11M.

MICRODARE can now be run on any PDP-11 computer utilizing 
either the RT-11 or the RSX-11M operating system. Even, more out
standing is the fact thatydue to the multiuser* multitask capability 
of RSX-11M and the fact that the I/O assignments are handled in such 

a dynamic fashion, it is possible for multiple users on the same 
• system to execute MICRO DARE simultaneously.



APPENDIX A

MICRODARE/RSX-11M LOGIN/LOGOUT -

▻HELLO
ACCOUNT OR NAME: STEINES
•PASSWORD: v

RSX-11M BL26 MULTI-USER SYSTEM 
GOOD AFTERNOON
21-FEB-81 15:26 LOGGED ON TERMINAL TT21:

Welcome to RSX-11M V3.2 timesharing 
▻SET /UIC=(1,52)
▻ASN DL:=SY:
>MOU DL:/OVR 
▻RUN MDARE
MICRODARE Version III

12280 Bytes Stack Space 02-21-81 15:27:19
▻BYE . - V. ■
▻DMO DL:/DEV
DMO —  TT21: DISMOUNTED FROM DLO:
DMO —  TT5: DISMOUNTED FROM DLO: *** FINAL DISMOUNT ***
▻BYE . : y \ / \ V ;• - "
HAVE A GOOD AFTERNOON
21-FEB-81 15:27 TT21: LOGGED OFF



APPENDIX B

MICRODARE TASK BUILD INDIRECT COMMAND FILE

▻HELLO
ACCOUNT OR NAME:' STEINES 
PASSWORD: //A

RSX-11M BL26 / MULTI-USER SYSTEM 
GOOD AFTERNOON
21-FEB-81 15:38 LOGGED ON TERMINAL TT21:
Welcome to RSX-11M V3.2 timesharing 
▻SET /UIC=(1,52)
▻ASN DL:=SY: '
▻MOU DL:/OVR 
▻PIP TI:=MYFILE.CMD
DL:MDARE,MDARE/-SP=DL:MDBASC,MDBASE,MDBAS G 
DL: MDBASH, MDBASI, MDBASJ ,MDBASK, MDB ASL 
DL :MDBNOG, MDBASO ,MDBASP i, MDBAS Q, MDBAS R, MDBAS S 
DL: MDB AST, MDBASF
/ : ■ ■■ - ■ .ACTFIL=6
UNITS-9 : ' ■: '
STACK-512 : ■ : :
/ /  ■ :
▻TKB @MYFILE 
▻RUN MDARE .
MICRODARE Version III -

12280 Bytes Stack Space 02-21-81 15:40:36
▻BYE
▻DMO DL:/DEV
DMO —  TT21: DISMOUNTED FROM DLO: *** FINAL DISMOUNT ***
▻BYE ;' " Z- \ ‘ . ' ■
HAVE A GOOD AFTERNOON 
21-FEB-81 15:40 TT21: LOGGED OFF



APPENDIX C

MICRODARE EXAMPLES

▻RUN MDARE '
MICRODARE Version III

12280 Bytes Stack Space 02-21-81 15:45:07
▻OLD ’VANDER.BAC*
▻LIST / ’ .
150 ' PRINT ’ .
200 ■ PRINT "THIS IS A XY PLOT OF VAN DER POL'S EQUATION"
1000 T=0
1005 ■: CI%4200
1010 DT=.0005
1020 TM=.9999
1030 X2=.5
1040 Ll=-.5 • .
1050 Al=.9999
1060 Pl=.0625
1070 G2%=256 J ;
1080 gi%=i6 " ; "Y - '' ^ ' \
2000 DRUN
3000 ...END
4000 a*a ******************************************** 
20500 A-X2*A1*(P1-X1*X1)-X1*P1
21000 INTG X2(A*G2% ;
24000 INTG X1(X2*G1%
28000 TYPE X2: TYPE XI: CRLF

▻RUN
THIS IS A XY PLOT OF VAN DER POL'S EQUATION 
. .5- — .5 .

,7193909 .3128357
-.1706848 .4286194
-.6156006 -.7821655E-1
• .1387634 -.4567261
.5035095 -.3857422E-1

-.1054993 .4819641
-.4040833 .1319275
.5175781E-1 -.4987488
.3287048 -.2072449
.472412IE-1 .5002441

Stop at line 3000 /
■■ ■ V . • : '' v 26
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VANDER.BAC



▻RUN MDARE
MICRODAKE Version III

12280 Bytes Stack Space 02-21-81 15:51:20
>0LD 'SINFIL.BAC 
▻LIST
10 ***. ****THIS PROGRAM COMPUTES AND FILES TABLES
12 *** ****r is NUMBER OF RADIMS REPRESENTED BY 1
13 *** ****LL% (POWER OF 2) IS NUMBER OF TABLE INTERVALS
15 PRINT
16 CI%=20
20 OPEN "SIN.DAT" AS OUTPUT 3 '
30 OPEN "COS.DAT" AS OUTPUT 4
90 LL%=256
92 L2=2/LL%
100 R=10
310 FOR J%=0 TO LL%
320 AA=R*(L2*J%-1)
350 PRINT #3,SIN(AA)/l.0001
360 / PRINT #4,COS(AA)/1.0001
370 NEXT J%
380 CLOSE 3: CLOSE 4
385 *** ****THIS SEGMENT RECOVERS FILE DATA
386 *** ****AND SETS UP FUNCTION ARRAYS
,387 LZ%=LL%+1 :***** ** NUMBER OF TABLE ENTRIES
388 *** ****SUPPLY LZ% IF TABLE IS USED SEPARATELY
390 OPEN "SIN.DAT" AS INPUT 3
400 OPEN "COS.DAT" AS INPUT 4
420 CIM SI(LZ%),CO(LZ%)
450 FOR J%=1 TO LZ%
460 INPUT #3,SI(J%)
470 INPUT #4,C0(J%)
480 NEXT J% .
490 CLOSE 3: CLOSE 4
500 *** ****START HERE ONCE ARRAYS ARE SET UP
510 *** ****THIS IS TYPICALLY DONE BY CHAINING
600 DT=.005: TM=.9999
700 T=0: DRUN
2000 , END
20100 SWEEP X
20200 FUNC Y=WI(X
20250 FUNC Z=CO(X
20300 TYPE Y: TYPE Z: CRLF

>RUN
.5439453 -.8389893

-.9869995 -.1555176
.2595825 • .9653931 ▻
.7758789 -.6295471





-.8911133 , -.4529114
-.5123901E-1 .9978638
.9326172 -.3592834

-.707489 -.7057495 :
-.3569336 .9333801
.9978943 -.5371094E-1

-.4549561 -.8897095
Stop at line 2000

>NEW
MICRODARE Version III

12280 Bytes Stack Space 03-18-81 17:59:54
>0LD 'SERVO.VAG'
>LIST - ' ' ' \
10 *** **************A SIMPLE SERVO SIMULATION
15 CI%=2 ' ■ - :y.,. v:4 ;
20 \DT=0.005 .
25 TM=.775
30 : Bl%-20: G2%=40: G3%=10: *** -"''INTEGRATOR GAINS
40 X=0: XD=0: P=0: *** ***INITIAL VALUES OF STATE VARIABLE
50 • H=0.375: .*****A CONSTANT PARAMETER .
52 U=.5: *** ***INPUT STEP VALUE
55 . . PRINT
56 PRINT "ENTER DAMPING PARAMETER R"
60 INPUT. R: *** **INPUT REQUESTED FROM USER
65 T=0
70 DRUN : *** **DIFFERENTIAL=EQUATION SOLVING RUN
80 END
90 *** **************FAST TASK PROGRAM FOLLOWS
20100 E=U-X
20400 Y=H*E-R*XD
20580 *** ******iNTEGRATORS ARE LAST
20600 INTG XD(Y*G2%
20700 INTG X(XD*G1%
20800 ***************** RUN TIME DISPLAY
20850 DISPT X
20900 DISPT E
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SERVO.BAC 
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SERVO.BAG



▻NEW
MICRODARE Version III

12280 Bytes Stack Space 03-18-81 18:01:15
▻OLD 'PROS.BAG'
▻LIST
15 *** **A*PROBABILITY DENSITY OF SINE WAVE
20 DT=.001
30 TM=. 999
35 , . CI%=13
40 ■ NN%=3
50 X=0.6
60 Y=0.0
70 G%—10
80 Gl%=-G%
90 i T=0
95 *** **** RESET COUNTERS ^
97 *** **** read WHILE COUNTING IN EACH CLASS INTERVAL
100 R=.l
110 SR-,1
120 ISW=.l
130 DRUN : FLOAT X,Y
136 ***** SWITCH OFF RESET AND CONTINUE
138 R=-.1
140 FOR K%=1 TO NN%-1
160 DRUN : FLOAT X,Y
170 •: NEXT K%
174 *** **** AFTER NN% ARE COMPLETED
175 *** **** READ AND: DISABLE COUNTING
180 SR=0
200 DRUN
210 END '
220 *** &&&&*&&&&&
20005 ********* SIN WAVE GENERATOR
21000 INTG X(Y*G%
22000 INTG Y(X*G1%
22005 : *** ****** AMPLITUDE DISTORTION ANALYZER
23000 PROB Z(X,R,SR,SW :
23005 *** ****** DISPLAY SIN WAVE
24000 DISPT X
24005 *** ****** DISPLAY PROBABILITY DENSITY
25000 DISPT Z
>
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PROB.BAC



>RUN MDARE :
MICRODARE Version .III

12280 Bytes Stack Space 02-21-81 15:53:37
>OLD 'SINCOS.BAC*
▻LIST ■ -
10 ******* THIS PROGRAM SETS UP FUNCTION TABLES
12 ' . PRINT
15 ei%=20
90 SZ=33
91 LZ=257
300 DIM SI(LZ),CO(LZ)
301 *** **** SIN AND COS FUNCTIONS
310 FOR J=1 TO LZ
320 A=2.0*(J-1)/(LZ-1,0)-1.0
340 AA=A810.0
350 SI(J)=SIN(AA)/l.0001
360 CO(J)=COS(AA)/1.0001
370 NEXT J :
500 DIM SQ(SZ)
501 *** ****SQRT FUNCTION '
510 FOR J=1 TO SZ
520 A=2.0*(J-l)/(SZ-l.O)-l.0
530 IF A >=0.0 THEN SQ(J)=SQR(A)/l.0001
540 NEXT J
600 DT=.005 :TM=,9999
700 T=0: DRUN
2000 END
20100 SWEEP X
20200 FUNC Y=SI(X
20250 FUNC Z=CO(X
20260 FUNC Q=SQ(X
20300 TYPE Y: TYPE Z: TYPE Q : CRLF
▻RUN : - v' .
.5439453 -.8389893 0

-.9869995 -.1555176 0 : ^ ^
.2595825 ; '.9653931 0 -
.7758789 -.6295471 0 V ,

-.8911133 -.4529114 0
-.5123901E-1 .9978638 0
.9326172 -.3592834 .4397278

-.707489 -.7057495 .6262817
-.3569336 .9333801 .7688904
.9978943 -.5371094E-1 .8889771

-.4549561 -.8897095 .9946594
Stop at line 2000
>
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